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Recommendations for Crediting Outfall and Gully Stabilization Projects in the Chesapeake Bay 
Watershed 

 
Frequently Asked Questions that have developed as practitioners apply Protocol 5 calculations 

(May 11, 2021) 

Question 1. How is the base level control determined/set for Protocol 5 calculations?   

Answer:  When completing erosion calculations, the downstream limits of the equilibrium slope 

is located at the downstream most project bed stabilization feature within the limits of where 

Protocol 5 is applicable.  In cases where the downstream limits of project bed stabilization 

features do not coincide with a base level control alternative, such as an existing hard point, 

stable grade or a confluence location, additional analysis is necessary to evaluate the potential 

for erosion between the existing base level control (along the existing channel) and the project 

bed stabilization features. For example, if headcuts are present downstream of bed stabilization 

features and upstream of a tributary’s confluence with a receiving channel, it needs to be 

confirmed that any potential for bed erosion downstream of the project bed stabilization 

features is unlikely to compromise the project bed stabilization features. 

 

Question 2. How are the upstream limit of erosion potential/upstream limit of Protocol 5 

calculations set? 

Answer:  If project stabilization extends to an outfall structure present within the project limits, 

the location of the outfall structure is the upstream limit of erosion. If no outfall or other defining 

structure is present within project limits, further investigation is necessary to approximate the 

upstream limit of potential erosion. This is accomplished by first calculating the potential 

upstream limit or erosion using the Leopold et al. (1964) equation and second by evaluating 

existing channel conditions along the upstream reach. The Leopold equation provides the 

maximum distance a defined channel is expected to extend upstream of the point of interest 

based on drainage area.  It is recommended that the drainage area used in the Leopold equation 

is in close proximity to the downstream limits of the project reach/location where the base level 

control is set for the Protocol 5 calculations.  Results of the Leopold equation should be verified 

in the field and adjusted as necessary based on professional judgement.  Follow the channel 

further upstream, identifying locations of outfalls, bedrock, or existing infrastructure that would 

impede upstream erosion migration.  Additional outfalls, bedrock and additional infrastructure 

are good indicators that erosion could be impeded from extending farther upstream.  Additional 

outfalls located upstream of the project limits represent a hydrology source likely having a direct 

influence on downstream erosion.  The potential for additional hydrologic inputs upstream of 

additional outfalls should be determined and the potential for erosion to extend farther 

upstream evaluated.  In addition, the potential for reduced peak flow rates within the are located 

upstream of the project reach should be evaluated and those reduced peak flow rates should be 
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used to calculate equilibrium slopes as appropriate.  See question 9 below for how to apply 

equilibrium slopes to the are upstream of the project reach.   

 

Question 3.  Are all four of the Beds Coarser Than Sand methods required to be used to provide 

an average equilibrium slope or are there instances where one or more of the equations should 

not be used in the averaging process? 

Answer:  The default approach is for equilibrium slope for a given project reach where Beds 

Coarser Than Sand is applicable to be the average of all four of the Beds Coarser Than Sand 

equations.  However, since each of the Beds Coarser Than Sand equations has slightly different 

primary input variables, there are project settings where certain equations will perform 

differently enough from other methods that the results could be considered outliers.  Any 

instance where one or more of the Beds Coarser Than Sand equations is not used should provide 

clear and obvious documentation as to why the equation(s) were removed from consideration.     

 

Question 4.  Are there scenarios where more than one equilibrium slope should be used along a 

project calculation reach?  

Answer:  Yes, depending on the length of the project reach being evaluated, nature of the bed 

material, and changes in hydrologic input, there are scenarios where applying more than one 

equilibrium slope to a project reach is appropriate.  Examples include (1) riprap located along a 

portion of the channel bed, (2) changes from one channel bed type to another where the change 

in channel bed type is long enough that it is likely to influence equilibrium slope, and (3) the 

introduction of an additional hydrologic source (tributary, outfall, etc) where the change in 10-

year discharge is likely to influence equilibrium slope.  Professional judgement should be used 

when evaluating if more then one equilibrium slope should be used due to changes in channel 

bed material and changes in hydrology.       
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Question 5.  Can you provide an example of a typical equilibrium slope applied to a typical outfall 

and gully stabilization project where Protocol 5 would apply? 

Answer:  Here’s an example of a typical equilibrium slope profile used for Protocol 5 calculations 

along an outfall and gully stabilization project.  In the example below, Reach 1 is comprised of 

riprap and Reach 2 is comprised of material applicable to Beds Coarser Than Sand.  The base level 

control is located at the confluence with a receiving channel and also corresponds to the 

downstream limits of bed and bank stabilization. 
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Question 6.  How are equilibrium slopes handled for Protocol 5 calculations when bedrock is 

present within the calculation reach? 

Answer:  When bedrock is observed along the Protocol 5 calculation reach, the equilibrium slope 

is reset to the elevation of the bedrock along the existing channel bed and is essentially 

considered a mid-reach based level control point.  In the example provided below there are three 

equilibrium slope reaches, including (1) an equilibrium slope starting at the downstream limits of 

the project reach and extending up to the bedrock, (2) an equilibrium slope along the channel 

bed with the bedrock zone, and (3) an equilibrium slope extending upstream form the upstream 

limits of the bedrock.  
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Question 7.   How are equilibrium slopes handled for Protocol 5 calculations when utility 

infrastructure (e.g., sanitary sewer line) is present within the calculation reach? 

Answer:  At grade or subgrade utility crossings are handled similar to bedrock where the 

equilibrium slope is reset to the elevation of the utility and is essentially considered a mid-reach 

based level control point. In the example provided below there are four equilibrium slope 

reaches, including (1) an equilibrium slope starting at the downstream limits of the project reach 

and extending up to the rock protection placed downstream of the sewer line crossing, (2) an 

equilibrium slope along the rock protection placed downstream of the sewer line crossing, (3) 

along the rock protection placed upstream of the sewer line crossing—note that the equilibrium 

slope is reset at the top of the sewer line, and (4) upstream of the rock protection placed 

upstream of the sewer line.   
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Question 8.   How are equilibrium slopes handled for Protocol 5 calculations when both a 

mainstem and tributary are present within the calculation reach? 

Answer:  As shown in the example below, the base level control point of the tributary is set at 

the equilibrium bed elevation of the mainstem.  This elevation is typically lower than the 

elevation of the existing channel bed since the mainstem channel bed is anticipated to lower in 

elevation as the channel erodes.  This scenario is applicable where stabilization work is proposed 

along both the mainstem and the tributary.  This is not intended to represent an equilibrium 

slope evaluation along a receiving channel (mainstem) where stabilization work is not proposed.  
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Question 9.   How are equilibrium slopes handled for Protocol 5 calculations when the calculation 

reach is extended upstream of the actual project stabilization reach? 

Answer:  If no outfall or other defining structure is present at the upstream extents of project 

stabilization limits for qualifying outfall and gully stabilization projects, the proposed channel 

work could prevent additional upstream erosion. To account for this additional prevented 

sediment erosion from upstream sources, field investigations are necessary to determine the 

extents of possible upstream erosion. Prior to field investigations the potential upstream limits 

of channel erosion must be evaluated using the Leopold et al. (1964) equation (see Question 2 

above).  See Question 2 above for a summary of the Leopold et al. equation.  Using field mapping, 

an approximate location of the upstream limits of erosion can be mapped and evaluated in the 

field. Field investigations are necessary to determine if any outfalls, bedrock, existing 

infrastructure, or other channel features that are expected to withstand channel erosion 

processes are present upstream of the project limits within the potential upstream limits of 

channel erosion based on the Leopold et al. equation. If erosion impeding features are found, 

they should be photographed, and their locations should be recorded on field mapping. If no 

erosion features are found, the upstream limits of erosion extend to the Leopold Limit. 

Professional judgement should be used to decide on the final upstream extents based on the 

Leopold et al. equation, site topography, locations of pipe outfalls, bedrock, infrastructure, other 

channel features, etc. This final upstream limit of erosion may not always coincide with the 

Leopold et al. equation.  

To avoid overestimating credit when extending the upstream limits of qualifying Protocol 5 

channels, two equilibrium surfaces are created. This assumes that the channel located upstream 

of the project limits has potential to erode down to the calculated equilibrium slope. Potential 

erosion associated with the upstream channel potentially eroding down to the calculated 

equilibrium slope is not accounted for in the potential erosion reduction due to the proposed 

project.  Pollution reduction credit provide for Protocol 5 calculations along reaches upstream of 

project stabilization is represented by the material located between the two equilibrium slopes 

in the figure below.  The existing ground above the upper equilibrium slope is not included in the 

potential credit.  
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Question 10. How much water seepage needs to be present along the streambanks for 

equilibrium bank slope to be based on either Seepage Flowing Generally Parallel to Slope or 

Seepage Generally Flowing Along Horizontal Flow Paths?   

Answer:  The default equilibrium bank slope value identified in the Recommendations for 

Crediting Outfall and Gully Stabilization Projects in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed is 1.76:1 (H:V).  

This value is identified as providing a conservative estimate for equilibrium bank slope.  The 

memo also recommends that practitioners in Maryland continue to use the more detailed MDOT 

SHA alternate method to perform calculations as described in Alternative Headwater Channel 

and Outfall Crediting Protocol.  The more detailed methodology discusses equilibrium bank 

slopes for conditions where water seepage is present along the banks.  To date, conditions with 

water seepage substantial enough to influence bank stability have not been encountered in the 

Protocol Calculations completed along over 100 project reaches.  Based on these results it is 

anticipated that seepage conditions substantial enough to influence bank stability will be rare.  

Based on this is it recommended that seepage observed along a project reach where Protocol 5 

is being applied needs to be obviously substantial enough to influence bank stability as described 

in the Alternative Headwater Channel and Outfall Crediting Protocol. Clear evidence of this 

influence should be documented to support the calculations.   
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Question 11. Which equilibrium bank slope should be used for clay (cohesive) material? 

Answer:  The default equilibrium bank slope value identified in the Recommendations for 

Crediting Outfall and Gully Stabilization Projects in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed is 1.76:1 (H:V).  

This value is identified as providing a conservative estimate for equilibrium bank slope.  The 

memo also recommends that practitioners in Maryland continue to use the more detailed MDOT 

SHA alternate method to perform calculations as described in Alternative Headwater Channel 

and Outfall Crediting Protocol.  When utilizing the more detailed methodology, it is 

recommended that an equilibrium bank slope of 1.4:1 be used for clay (cohesive) bank material.    

Question 12. How is the amount of prevented sediment erosion determined for Protocol 5? 

Answer:  The total volume of potential erosion in a Protocol 5 channel is the difference between 

the existing channel condition and the equilibrium or future channel condition. In this analysis 

the previously determine equilibrium channel extents and bed slope define the wedge of 

potential sediment loss while the equilibrium channel bottom width and bank slope define the 

stable cross-section template of the equilibrium surface. These parameters are depicted in Figure 

A below in profile and cross section views. 

 

Figure A. Equilibrium Bed Profile and Cross Section View of Equilibrium Surface 
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Calculating the difference between existing and equilibrium conditions requires 3D surface 

modeling in InRoads, GEOPAK, or equivalent programs. The table below summarizes the 

information needed to calculate the amount of potential erosion for Protocol 5 using this 3D 

surface analysis. 

Summary of Information Necessary for 3D Surface Erosion Analysis 

 Parameter Source 

Existing 
Channel 

Existing Topographic Survey .dtm file or equivalent, can merge with LIDAR or 
county contours if existing survey is incomplete 

Existing Channel Alignment Existing channel alignment from topographic file, 
or drawn in from elevation contours 

Existing Channel Profile Produced using existing survey file and channel 
alignment using InRoads or equivalent program 

Equilibrium 
Channel 

Equilibrium Bed Slope Equations in Table 2 

Equilibrium Bank Slope Based on Bank Material 

Average Bottom Width 3 (or more) measured cross-sections per 
channel/reach from field investigations 

Equilibrium Channel Cross-
section (modeling 
template) 

Average bottom width with equilibirum bank 
slopes 

Equilibrium Channel Profile Equilibrium bed slope drawn from DS base level 
control point to US limits of erosion on existing 
channel profile 

 

The 3D Surface Erosion Analysis method for calculating the volume of potential sediment erosion 

starts by drawing the existing alignment of a Protocol 5 channel in a computer-aided design 

program, such as Microstation or AutoCAD. Horizontal alignments, like the Standard Outfall 

example displayed in Figure A, should start at the upstream limits of erosion and end at the 

downstream base level control point. The channel alignment in Figure B below is an example of 

a standard outfall scenario where the upstream limits start at an outfall structure and the 

downstream base level control is located at the confluence point and downstream limits of 

proposed bed stabilization.  
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Figure B. Standard Outfall Horizontal Alignment 

 

Import the horizontal alignment into a Roadway Modeler software, such as InRoads or GEOPAK, 

and use the existing topographic surface to create a vertical profile, or existing vertical alignment, 

for the outfall channel. Digitize the equilibrium bed slope in the profile by appropriately scaling 

and extending it to the upstream limits of erosion starting from the downstream point of base 

level control. The downstream limits of the equilibrium slope is located at the downstream most 

project bed stabilization feature within the limits of where Protocol 5 is applicable. The existing 

vertical alignment and equilibrium bed slope are displayed in the standard outfall profile in Figure 

C below. 
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Figure C. Standard Outfall Profile 
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Using the equilibrium bank slope and average channel bottom width, create an equilibrium cross-

section template to apply along the existing horizontal channel alignment and equilibrium bed 

slope. Figure D is an example equilibrium cross-section constructed using InRoads software.  

Figure D. Standard Outfall Equilibrium Cross-Section 

 

 

Apply the equilibrium cross-section using a Roadway Designer function in InRoads software, or 

equivalent programs, to the equilibrium bed slope and create a new equilibrium surface. The new 

equilibrium surface contours for the standard outfall are displayed in plan view in Figure E. 
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Figure E. Standard Outfall Equilibrium Surface Contours 

 

Compute the total volume of potential sediment erosion using a surface comparison volume 

analysis tool in InRoads, GEOPAK, or equivalent programs. Surface comparison analyses are 

commonly performed as cut and fill analysis where the amount of cut material represents the 

total volume of potential sediment erosion.  

 

Question 13. What are typical project length ranges where Protocol 5 calculations have been 

applied and what are typical erosion volumes (CY) that have been calculated? 

Answer:  Based on Protocol 5 calculations completed on over 100 project reaches, typical 

project reach lengths include:  

• 25 percentile of 41 linear feet 

• Median of 95 linear feet  

• 75 percentile of 231 linear feet 

Using the same dataset, typical erosion volumes calculated using Protocol 5 include: 

• 25 percentile of 130 cubic yards 

• Median of 544 cubic yards  

• 75 percentile of 2,953 cubic yards 


